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AbsrrocI-We drvelopa gencrpl framework for optimizingliakadaptatiotioa 
for multiuser COMA syatcma in thc wideband limit. The frameworkb them 
used to solve for the optimal power rontml policy that minimizes average 
tmnsmit power while satirwng I constmint cm the per-user pmbabili? of 
packet loss due to deadline erpiration. The optimal link adaptation is found 
t h m u g  an infinite horizon dynamic program. Typical dynamic pmgram- 
ming formolaUons do not perform well for CDMA systems since the sh of 
the problem gram exponentionally with the aombrr of users. We show that 
in the limiting rpgimc of long sppmding codes nod hrgc aombera of ucrs 
the problem aim collnpsea to that of 8 single mer formulation, sllowing os to 
solve previoosly intractable problems. in particmlar, we considor I concreto 
example of power ronrml io P CDMA system with deadline constrained hf- 
Re. We solve for the optimal power caotml policy and examine the tmdeolfr 
between power comsumption, probability of deadline expiration, and num- 
ber of nwm in the system. FImUy we present simolation msulU evaluating 
the sceurpq ofthc wideband limit when used U an approdmadian for finite 
bandwidth systems. We ahow that the aptimd power control and reiulUog 
ptrfwm.arr fw thr limiting -e b re-mble nppmximstioa for the 
large bandwimhr expected In next generation whlerr systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Next generation wireless systems promise the introduction of 
a wide range of multimedia services. Streaming audioivideo, 
voice over IP, and other services will share the network with tra- 
ditional voice and data traffic. These new services require sig- 
nificant guarantees on system performance, including constraints 
on thoughput, delay, voiceivideo quality, and probability of data 
loss. Wireless links are inherently unreliable since the trans- 
mission medium is subject to time-varying fading and interfer- 
ence. In order to combat adverse propogation conditions mo- 
bile radios can adapt various controls (e.g. transmission power, 
s o u r c d c h ~ e l  codes, etc.) to the wireless channel and perfor- 
mance requirements. 

In this context, there has been a great deal of research on link 
adaptation policies for delay constrained traffic [I], [2], [ 5 ] ,  [6]. 
Most of the literature in this area focuses on adaptating power and 
sonrcefchannel coding to minimize average power consumption 
subject to performance constraints. As well, nearly all of these 
formulations make a fundamental simplifymg assumption about 
the nature of the interference in a wireless system. That is, the in- 
terference observed by any user in the system does not react to the 
adaptive control chosen by the user. This simplification allows 
the interference power to be modeled as a fixed constant or in- 
dependent random process. The interference model then permits 
an optimal link adaptation formulation that assumes each mobile 
user operates in isolation and does not impact the performance of 
other users in the system. Typically authors attempt to justify this 
assumption in time-division systems by the relatively large dis- 
tance seperating mobile devices that occupy the same time slot. 
While this might he a reasonable assumption in TDMA systems, 
it is not sufficient for code division (CDMA) systems where users 
occupying the same time and frequency slots reside in the same 
cell. Indeed, the power control required to combat the “Near-Far” 
pmhlem in CDMA clearly shows that the interference in a code 
division system cannot be adequately modeled as unresponsive. 

Previous research for delay constrained link adaptation, and 
power control in particular, does not easily extend to account for 
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responsive interference. Literature in this area consists of dy- 
namic programming or other stochastic control solutions that al- 
low for a very general modeling framework and a wide variety 
of performance constraints. However, when the assumption of 
unresponsive interference is removed, the size and complexity of 
these formulations typically grows exponentially with the num- 
her of users in the system. As a consequence, the well known 
“curse of dimensionality” prevents solution of the optimal link 
adaptation strategy for all hut the most trivial models of multi- 
user CDMA systems. Obviously this issue is only magnified as 
we consider widehand systems with larger numbers of wireless 
devices. 

In this paper we present a dynamic programming formulation 
for optimal link adaptation in CDMA systems that does not suf- 
fer from the dimensionality problem mentioned above. In order 
to accomplish this goal we propose a mean field approximation 
for the interference in a CDMA cell. Specifically, we consider 
the evolution dynamics of a CDMA cell in a limiting regime with 
long spreading sequences and large numbers of users. We will 
show that within this regime the size of the optimal link adap- 
tation problem for a K-user system collapses to that of a single 
user system with the addition of non-linear dynamics. This re- 
duction allows us to construct and solve a general class of delay 
constrained optimal link adaptation problems for CDMA systems 
with responsive interference that were previously intractable. We 
illustrate our technique by finding the the optimal power control 
policy that minimizes average transmit power subject to a delay 
constraint. 

Several authors have proposed mean field approximations for 
the signal to interference ratio (SIR) in CDMA systems for a va- 
riety of receiver structures 1111 and system models. In this area 
of research the approximation considers the limiting SIR as the 
number of wireless devices ( K )  and spreading sequence lengths 
(N) tend to infinity while the ratio $$ remains fixed. In this pa- 
per we will consider the same limiting regime. However, rather 
than approximate the SIR in a single timeslot we find an approx- 
imation for the evolution equations of the interacting users in a 
CDMA cell, and use this approximation to solve the optimization 
problem. Though we find the optimal link adaptation for a sys- 
tem operating in the widehand limit, the system model is only an 
approximation for a finite user system. Hence our optimal link 
adaptation for the limiting system is only “approximately opti- 
mal” for a finite user system. However, we will present simu- 
lation results that show this approximation is reasonable for the 
numbers ofusers expected in wideband CDMA systems. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next sec- 
tion we present the system model and the components required to 
conshuct the optimal link adaptation (i.e. dynamic programming) 
problem. In the third section we develop the mean field approxi- 
mation and show how it allows us to greatly reduce the complex- 
ity of our dynamic program. We present numerical results for 
optimal power control obtained via the dynamic program as well 
as simulation results checking the validity of OUT approximation 
in the fourth section, followed by our conclusions 

11. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In this section we develop a simple model for a u(ireless user 

and a CDMA cell. Our goal is to construct a state space model 
and evolution equations for each user and then use these compo- 
nents to construct a model for an entire cell. We then use this 
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model to formulate an optimal link adaptation problem. Though 
our formulation is general, in this paper we will consider a partic- 
ular example in order to facilitate our presentation. Specifically, 
we will consider a single CDMA cell consisting of users trans- 
mitting deadline sensitive data to a base station. We will solve 
for the optimal power control assuming each user has knowledge 
of his channel to the base station, observed interference, and the 
amount of data queued for transmission in his buffer. Though far 
more general link adaptation strategies and system models are 
possible (e.g. see [ 5 ] ,  [6]), our goal is to demonstrate the exten- 
sion of previous research to account for responsive interference 
rather than a discussion of complicated system models. 

A. The Data Traflc and Buffer Model 
Consider a group of K wireless users transmitting deadline 

constrained data to a base station. In each timeslot every user may 
generate a packet with probability A. When packet j is generated 
at time t j  it announces a deadline dj such that if it is not transmit- 
ted by time ej = t .  + dj  (the extinction time) it is dropped from 
the data buffer andconsidered lost. In this paper we will assume 
all packets have a common deadline d j  = d .  Therefore we can 
assume each user has a finite size data buffer capable of storing 
d time slots worth of data. Let yi(t) be the state of the ith user's 
data buffer at time t. 

B. The Wireless Channel Model 
We assume the variations in the wireless channel gain between 

each user and the base station can be described by a finite-state 
discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC). Further assume each user's 
channel follows an independent copy ofthe same DTMC. Several 
authors have proposed Markov models for many different types 
of wireless channels [4], [8]. The construction of these models 
follows a common procedure. The range of path gains are di- 
vided into a finite number of sections and each section becomes 
a state in the Markov chain. Then a transition matrix, which de- 
termines the probability ofjumping from one state to another, is 
constructed in order to accurately model the channel characteris- 
tics (e.g. log-noma1 shadowing or Rayleigh fading). While we 
do not require any particular set of channel characteristics, we do 
require that the jumps of the DTMC occur at the time slot bound- 
aries. We will denote the state of the ith user's channel gain at 
time t as z;(t) 

C. The State Space Model 
Wedefinethestateofuseriattimetasz;(t) = (yi(t),z;(t)) E 

X, where the set X consists of all combinations of buffer states 
and channel states for a single user. Using the state of each user 
we can define a state for the entire system as the empirical distri- 
bution II,(t) over all K users in the cell at timet: 

where l[zk(t)=,l = 1 if mobile k is in state j at time t and zero 
otherwise (i.e. Ir.1 is the standard indicator random variable). 
We should point out that for finite K the empirical distribution 
l I ~ ( t )  is a random vector. 

D. Link Adaptation 
In each time slot every mobile selects an action ai ( t )  E A, 

where A is a finite set of transmission parameters (e.g. power 
level, coding scheme, constellation size, and so forth). For.sim- 
plicity we will restrict our attention to optimal power control 
though we can certainly accomodate more general link adapta- 
tion strategies. Thus a;(t) is the power level selected by user i at 

time t from some finite set of power levels A.  We assume each 
mobile chooses a transmission power according to a power con- 
trol policy g (q( t ) , I IK( t ) ) ,  whichmaps the state Ofthe ith user 
and the empirical distribution l I ~ ( t )  into a probability distribu- 
tion across A.  This determines the probability that the ith user 
takes an action ui(t)  E A at time t (i.e. we are allowing for ran- 
domized controls). We also assume each user is forced to follow 
the same power control policy. Hence if two mobiles are in the 
same state at time t they will select their action from the same 
probability distribution. Finally, we define a cost vector r(a), 
which determines the cost of choosing action U. In this paper the 
cost vector r is particularly simple since we are only considering 
power adaptation (i.e. ?(a) = a). However, formore general link 
adaptation strategies the cost can be much more complicated. 

E. Receiver Strucfure and SIR 

spreading sequence S;, which is constructed as follows: 
As in [ I l l ,  we assume the ith user is assigned a N length 

where the elements V;j are independently and identically dis- 
tributed with mean zero, variance one, and E[q;]  < M. We 
also assume the number of users per unit bandwidth converges in 
the limit (i.e. 5 - a). 

The structure of the receiver at the base station is a linear de- 
modulator. Therefore the received SIR for user i at time t with K 
users in the system is 

where U* is the background noise power, ai(t)z;(t) is the re- 
ceived power from user i, and c; is the demodulator for user 
i. Notice that the traditional CDMA approach simply chooses 
ci = S; (i.e. a matched filter receiver), while the optimal MMSE 
receiver will be much more complicated 191. 

The above linear demodulator provide's two features that are 
critical to our analysis. First, for the ith user we can di- 
rectly compute S I R K ( ~ ,  t)if we know the power control pol- 
icy g (z;(t),IIK(t)), the state of the ith user z;(t), and the em- 
pirical distribution of all users n ~ ( t ) .  Second, the limiting 
SIR as the number of users becomes large is simple to com- 
pute 11 I ]  for many different receiver structures. In our model 
the j th  component of the vector h(g)  is the received power from 
a mobile in state j that is following power control policy g. 
Since the available power levels are chosen from a finite set 
and infinite transmission power is not permitted, we know that 
h ( g )  E [hmin, h , , , ] ~ x ~ ,  Then if the receiver is a matched filter, 
the SIR for the ith user as K ,  N - m with $ - a is simply: 

(4) 

As a technical aside, for this limit to exist we must know [I I ]  that 
the limiting empirical distribution, n(t), exists at time t. That is, 

must be a deterministic vector. We will discuss this particular 
issue in Section 111. 
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F Evolution Equaiions 
Now that we have defined our state space model, power control 

policy, and receiver structure, we can set up a system of equations 
describing the evolution of a CDMA cell over time. We assume 
the probability of mobile i successfully transmitting a packet of 
data at time t depends only on S I R K ( ~ ,  t ) .  Recall that we also 
assumed the transitions of the ith user’s wireless channel are in- 
dependent of all other users’ states and power choices. There- 
fore the transition probabilities for the ith user are only a func- 
tion of zi(t) ,  the power control g ( s i ( t ) , I I ~ ( t ) ) ,  and the em- 
pirical distribution n K ( t ) .  Hence we define a transition matrix 
P ( g , n K ( t ) )  whosejkth element is 

where f maps s;(t), g ,  and n K ( t )  to a probability dismbution 
on the states in X. 

As we mentioned above, the empirical dismbution l l ~ ( t )  is a 
random vector, and therefore the transtion matrix P ( g ,  I l ~ ( t ) )  is 
also random. As one might guess, the number of different values 
&(t) can take will grow very quickly as the number of users 
in the system increases. Furthermore, the probability distribu- 
tion for n K ( t )  can be particularly difficult to compute since it 
involves the summation of K random variables that are neither 
independent nor identically distributed. Indeed, as we will show 
in the next section, the random transition matrices resulting from 
interacting users are precisely the issue that makes this link adap- 
tation problem so difficult. 

G. Dynamic Programming Formulation 
The term “dynamic program” refers to a wide variety of for- 

mulations and optimization techniques used to solve optimal con- 
trol problems. However, one common feature among all of these 
techniques is the notion of a value function - a quantity that de- 
termines the cost or reward associated with a particular control 
policy. The goal of any dynamic program is to optimize the value 
function subject to constraints on system behavior (e.g. average 
power consumption or probability of deadline expiration). In this 
paper we use what is known as an infinite horizon value func- 
tion, which assigns equal weight to the cost associated with the 
selected control in each time slot. Hence if Ri (g, t )  is the random 
process describing the cost associated with the control for user i 
at time t ,  we write the value of the power control policy y as 

where ihe expccution is ukcn with re\pect to  the state r , ’ t )  and 
empirical distrihution f l K  I ! .  

In order io suhe [hi> dynamic p r u p m  for the prohleni formu- 
Idtion dt,cu.;wd in ihe previour ieii ions ue muIt  rind the uptimal 
pouer contrul J that minimizes uur \,iluc function ( 8 )  At this 
point we cm see hou the curse uf dimensionality makes d gen- 
k.ral 5oIution to this problem intractable In ordcr IO uptimix ( h )  
we must hc ahlc tu evaluate the vdue function for any choice of 
control. This requircs us IO ciiher compute the erpczted cost for 
eachrimet~~rtufinda.stead)-statr.distribuiionot’R,(~~ 1 . .  which 
then requires knuwlrdge ot‘tha distributian of Ilx’l) Ilobe\er, 
as w< mrntiuneJ ab.i\,e, computing the probability distriburion of 
n x t t ,  can hcextremelv difficult Indeed i t  is quiic easy tocre3ie 
tnvid exxnples with only three or four uscrs such rh i t  computing 
r lKlr ;  1) computariunslly infeasible. In the next section we will 
show that these complexity issues are largely elimin3ted when 
we consider the appropnale limiting regime of long \prcaJing 
scqucncc2 atid large numbzrs of  u>ers 

111. A MEAN FIELD APPROXIMATION 
Our goal in this section is to simplify the evolution equations 

and value function developed above. In particular, we seek an 
analytical regime that collapses the random transition matrices 
(6) to deterministic quantities. The simplified transition dynam- 
ics will allow us to substantially simplify OUT state space de- 
scription of a CDMA cell and optimize our proposed value func- 
tion. As mentioned above, the appropriate regime is the limit as 
N ,  K + m and $$ - a. Then, in order to simplify and optimize 
our value function (S), we will prove the following propositions 
in the context of this limiting regime: 

I )  the random transition matrices P ( g ,  n K ( t ) )  converge to 
deterministic matrices for all t ,  

2 )  the evolution equation for the empirical distribution n K ( t )  
converges to a deterministic non-linear equation, 

3) this deterministic non-linear equation has a unique fixed 
point (or steady state), 

4) the existence of a unique steady state simplifies our value 
function to a simple inner product of two vectors, 

5 )  the simplified value function allows us to formulate a stan- 
dard optimization problem that minimizes our value func- 
tion over all possible adaptation policies. 

Due to space constraints we will not he able to provide all of 
the mathematical details in the following proofs. The reader is 
directed to the journal version [7] of this paper for more details. 

A .  Transition Matrices and the Empirical Distribution 
Assume that the K mobiles’ states are initialized at time t = 

0 independently according to a probability distribution n ~ ( 0 ) .  
Further assume the following limit exists 

lim n K ( 0 )  = x ( 0 ) .  (9) 
K , N - m  

Then at time t = 0, our transition matrix for a single user con- 
verges to a deterministic quatity, 

lim %LnK(o)) = p ( g , n ( O ) ) .  (10) 
K . N - m  

The reasoning behind this statement is straightforward. From 
[ I l l  we know the SIR for each user converges as K ,  N + m 
provided the empirical distribution r ( 0 )  exists. Since our tran- 
sition matrices for each user are determined by user’s SIR and 
control policy we should expect the matrices to converge. In or- 
der to see how this affects our transition dynamics for time 1 > 0 
we consider the following proposition: 

Proposiiion I :  As K, N i w the interference at time t = 1 
converges to the deterministic non-linear matrix function, 

41 )  = ~ ( O ) P ( g , m ) ,  (11) 

and by induction this equation holds for general time t .  

Proof. From the result in (10) we know that each of the mo- 
biles in the system will transition from time t = 0 to time t = l 
using the same transition matrix P ( g ,  r ( 0 ) ) .  That is, for a given 
power control g and empirical distrihution ~ ( 0 )  each of the users 
in the system will transition to the next time slot independently of 
all other users. Hence, if we group the users in the system based 
on their state at time t = 0, we can view the next state transitions 
of each of these groups as independent multinomial random vari- 
ables. Specifically, the number of users in state j at time t = 0 
is K n K ( j ,  0)) and the multinomial probabilities are the jth row 
of Ply ,  n K ( D ) ) .  Let Y ( M ,  p )  he a multinomial random variable 
of size M with probability vector p, Then the transition equation 
for the empirical distribution at time t = 1 for finite K can be 
written as 
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B. Value Function Simplification 

Now that we have shown the existence of a unique fixed point 
for the empirical distribution of users in a CDMA cell, we can 1x1 

n ~ ( 1 )  % - C Y ( K ~ K ( ~ , O ) , P ( S ~ ~ K ( ~ ) ) )  I (I2) greatlysimplifythevduefunction(8). 
K j-1  

Proposition 4: The value function proposed in equation (8) 
simplifies to the vector product r(m, g)r(g)T,  where r(m, g )  is 
the steady state value of the empirical distribution as a function 
of the control policy g .  

which converges to the following equation as K -, 03, 

(13) r(1) = .(OP ( g , r ( O ) )  ' 

Now that we have shown convergence of r(1) it is straight- 
forward to apply the same argument inductively to show that 
r ( t + l ) = r ( t ) P ( g , n ( t ) ) f o r a l l t .  

Proposition 2: The equation r(t + 1) = r ( t )P(g ,r ( t ) )  has 
a unique fixed point and therefore the empirical distribution r(t) 
has a unique steady state distribution. 

Proof. Earlier in the paper (4), we defined a vector h(g) E 
PIXI such that the jth component of h(g) defined the received 
power f" a mobile in state j .  If we examine the limiting SIR in 
(4) we see that the SIR for each user is determined by the power 
control g and the expected value of h(g) computed with respect to 
r(t)  (i.e. the expected value is simply s ( t )h (g ) ) .  The authors of 
[ 1 I ]  refer to this computation as the expectation of the effective 
interference from each user. Though we use the matched filter 
receiver as an example, this result extends to the MMSE receiver. 

Hence if the SIR per user depends only on g and ?r(t)h(g) we 
can write the equation in Proposition 1 as 

r(t + 1) = +)P (9, d t ) )  (14) 
= r ( t ) p  r ( t ) h ( g ) )  . (15) 

Therefore a fixed point of (14) will also he a a fixed point of (15). 
Hence our fixed point equation of interest is r = 

r P ( g ,  nh(g)). Recall that the vector h(g) is the received power 
from each user and is hounded above and below by hmi, 5 
h(g) 5 h,,,. Then for any consiant c such that h,;, 5 c 5 
h,,, we can solve the linear equation 

.(C) = .(c)P(c), (16) 

for n(c). In our system model it can be shown that P(c)  is ir- 
reducible, and therefore the solution to (16) is unique. Define a 
function p(c)  such that 

p(c)  = r ( c ) h  - c. (17) 

We can also show that on each end of the interval [h,,,,, hmoz] 
we have P(hmin) > 0 and p(hmar)  < 0. Since P(c)  (and 
therefore B f d )  is a continuous functton. we know there must 
he a zero'df p ( c )  on the interval [hmin; hma=]. Furthermore, 
for the formulation in this paper it can be shown that p ( c )  is 
strictly decreasing. Therefore p ( c )  has a unique zero at some 
point c' E [hmin, hmo,]. 

We have a unique c* that implies p(c') = r ( c * ) h  - c* = 0. 
Then by the irreducibility oftbe matrix P(c )  we know there exists 
a unique solution to the fixed point equation 

*(c*)  = T ( C * ) P ( C * )  (18) 
= x ( c * ) P ( r ( c * ) h ) ,  (19) 

where the second equdrt) cumes from 3(C)  = D But (19) is 
exactly what ue were trying tu she\\. hence there exists a unique 
solurinn to the fiwl-point qudtion :: - n/'(y,rli(g 1 .  

Proof: Define a mapping T"(g,n) such that T(g,r)  = 

maps a starting vector r(0) n steps into the future using (15). 
Then our value function as K, N -+ 00 is 

rP(g,n) ,  T Z ( g ,  4 = ( n p ( g ,  x ) ) p ( g ,  r%, r)), etc., which 

= r ( O 3 , g ) r ( d T ,  (23) 

where the last equality comes from the existence of a unique fixed 
point of the mapping T.  

C Opfimizafion Formulafion 

Now that we have simplified our value function and dynamic 
equations we can formulate an optimization problem that min- 
imies our value function subject to consbaints on system behav- 
ior. Recall that our original intent was to find the optimal power 
contml policy subject to a constraint on the probability of packet 
loss due to deadline expiration. One way to do this is to con- 
strain the frequency of visits to states where a deadline expiration 
occurs. We will represent this constraint (or possibly a set of 
constraints) through a matrix A and vector b such that our per- 
formance constraints are met if r(m, g)A _< b. With the perfor- 
mance constraint and the development in the previous sections we 
can use the following non-linear program to solve for the power 
control policy that minimizes OUT value function (20): 

m: d . o , g ) + ) T  (24) 

subject to: 

.(m,g) .= *(m,g)P(n(m,g)) 
r (m,g) lT  = 1 
n ( m , g ) A  5 6 
.(wg) 2 0 

Intuitively, we are minimizing the value function subject to the 
constraint that the steady-state empirical distribution r(m, g) sat- 
isfies the fixed point equation (19). As well, r(w, 9) must he a 
probability distribution and satisfy our performance constraints. 
We should point out that this optimization problem i s  almost 
identical to that from 151, which considered a single user formula- 
tion. The only (and obviously critical) difference is the non-linear 
fixed point equation for the steady state of the system. 
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D. Technical Details 
In the previous sections we did not discuss a few key technical 

questions. First, can we always find a solution to our proposed 
non-linear program? Second, were we justified in making this 
limiting approximation in the first place? 

Unfortunately, it is possible to show that our proposed non- 
linear program is not convex. Clearly this is a significant draw- 
back to our formulation since we are not guaranteed to find the 
optimal power control policy when we solve the optimization 
problem (24). However, one can show that it is possible to get 
arbitratily close to the optimal solution by solving a sequence of 
linear programs. A detailed discussion of this proof is resewed 
for [7]. 

The answer to the second question requires two parts, address- 
ing both the theoretical and practical aspects of our approxima- 
tion. The critical theoretical question is whether or not our ex- 
change of limits in (20) was valid. In our limiting value function 
V,(g) we first took the limit as K - m and then computed the 
value function using the dynamics for this limiting system. From 
a theoretical standpoint it would be reassuring if we could show 
that the value functions for the finite K systems, VK(g), con- 
verge to Vm(g) .  Though we cannot compute the finite K value 
functions directly due to the complexity issues mentioned above, 
we can indeed show that V K ( ~ )  -, Vm(g). Once again, a de- 
tailed proof is resewed for the journal version [7] of this paper. 
The practical issue, which we address in the next section, is the 
similarity in performance of a finite user system to the theoretical 
optimum of the limiting system. 

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section we consider a numerical example of the opti- 

mization formulation (24) as well as some simulation data that 
checks the validity of our approximation. Of particular interest 
is the behavior of finite K systems operating under the control 
from the limiting system. Our results show that the approxima- 
tion works well for a reasonable number of users. 

A. System Model 
We consider a specific instance of the model proposed in Sec- 

tion 11. We have a group of users msmitting deadline sensitive 
data to a base station. Packets generated at each user announce 
a deadline d = l%s in the &We, if a packet is not suc- 
cessfully transmitted by its deadline it is dropped. In each time 
slot a user may choose a transmitter power between .02 and .8 
Watts in increments of .5&. The wireless channel is modeled a 
a DTMC approximation to a log-normal shadowing channel. As 
suggested by Gudmundson 141, we model the log-nonnal shad- 
owing as a Gaussian process in dB units. In order to fully de- 
scribe the shadowing model we must specify the mobile velocity, 
mean path loss, standard deviation, and a correlation coefficient. 
Once these parameters are determined we split the range of chan- 
nel gains into a finite number of bins and construct a DTMC that 
approximates the Gaussian process using the method suggested 
in [IO]. The following table contains the channel gain regions for 
the DTMC and other channel parameters. 

ath Loss 
Ranees in dB 

We assume the linear receiver structure follows the matched 
filter propsed in Section 11. We model the probability of a user 

Fig. I .  
The problem U infeasibls in !hc shaded rewn. 

Optimal Average Power vs. D and Probability of Deadline Expimion. 

failing to transmit a packet as a function of that user's SIR [13], 

P(z,( t f l )  =r,(t)lSIR,(g,t)) = l -exp-P; ,  (25) 

where F, represents the fade margin [3] and can be computed 
as F, = PFoSIR,, where Fo is a constant and 0 denotes the 
efficiency of the power control @= 1 corresponds to perfect 
control). In this example we set Fo = 7.5 and fi  = 1. 

Given this setup our goal is to minimize average transmission 
power subject to a conshaint on the fraction of packets lost to 
deadline expiration. We will consider constraints on the proba- 
bility of packet loss ranging from .005% to 2% and values of a 
ranging from 0 to 1. The constraint values correspond to rela- 
tively tight to quite loose constraints on packet loss. Recall the 
parameter LI is the ratio of the number of users in the system 
to the length of the spreading sequences. Therefore values of a 
close to zero correspond to a lightly loaded system with the load 
increasing substantially as a approaches I 

B. Oprimizafion Results 
First we consider the solution of the non-linear program (24) 

for various values of a and our constraint on probability of dead- 
line expiration. Figure I plots the average transmission power vs. 
(L and probability of deadline expiration. The shaded area denotes 
the infeasible region of the non-linear program. Within the infea- 
sible region the optimal control that minimized the infeasibility 
in the constraints is plotted. 

The optimal average power in Figure I is fairly intuitive. For 
relatively loose constraints on probability of packet loss we are 
willing to tolerate more interference. This means we can afford 
to transmit with higher power as the numbers of users per degree 
of freedom (i.e. a) increases. However, as the performance con- 
straints become tighter we become less tolerant of interference 
and cannot afford turaise our transmission power as a increases. 
Therefore a system with tight deadline constrair.ts cannot support 
as many users as a lossy systpm, even if the users in the tight sys- 
tem can transmit with fairly high power. It is also interesting to 
note that the control policy that minimizes the infeasibilities in 
the shaded region is to transmit with maximum power. 
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Fig. 2. Simulation Results for a 64 User System 

C. Simulation Resulfs 
Now we consider the behavior of a finite numher of users fol- 

lowing the optimal control for the limiting system. The plot in 
Figure 2 shows data taken from simulation runs of 64 users fol- 
lowing the optimal limiting control for 2% probability of deadline 
expiration. The solid line plots the mean value taken from Figure 
1, and the points around the line plot 100 samples of the mean 
transmission power that were taken after the simulation reached 
steady state. The standard deviation from the limiting value is 
between S-10% of the mean, and does not change significantly 
for different values of a. So, for this example, OUT approximation 
performs quite well. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
We have developed a general framework for optimizing link 

adaptation in CDMA systems in the wideband limit. We then ap- 
plied this framework to determine optimal power control to min- 
imize transmit power under a data delay constraint. The CNX 
of this problem is accounting for the responsive interference in 
CDMA systems. In general, the optimal adaptation policy is diffi- 
cult to find since the size of the problem grows exponentially with 
the numher of users in the system. However, we showed that in 
the limiting regime of long spreading sequences and large num- 
hers ofusers, the size of the optimal adaptation problem collapses 
to that of a single user problem, hut with the added complication 
of non-linear dynamics. This substantial reduction in complexity 
is critical for solving useful multi-user control problems, which 
previously required a substantial reduction in modeling detail in 
order to make the problem tractable. Finally, we presented sim- 
ulation results that showed the optimal power control from the 
limiting regime provides a reasonable approximation for optimal 
power control in a finite user system. 

This formulation can also he used with much more general link 
adaptation controls and.system models. In previous publications 
we considered single user formulations for optimal joint source- 
channel coding, systems with delayed and inaccurate channel es- 
timates, as well as the effect of mobile speed and propagation 
environment on optimal l i  controls. All of these results (and 
many others) can be extended to multi-user CDMA systems us- 
ing the methods proposed in this paper. 
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